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Quarterly Issues and Programs List
Programs Information

The following is a list of programs which WKLR-FM, Richmond, Virginia, aired 
from 01 January  through 31 March 2020. These programs addressed issues 
that were determined to be of significant concern to the Richmond, Virginia 
community during the first quarter of 2020

Local News Stories - WKLR-FM has locally-produced newscasts weekday 
mornings between 5:00 and 9:00. These newscasts are approximately 3 
minutes and cover pertinent topics for the day ranging from local schools and 
weather to national politics and health concerns.

Focus Richmond (six hours per quarter) – a twenty-five-minute talk show 
hosted by Local Midday Show Host from K95, Lori Kelly, and airing Sunday 
mornings at 0630.  The program focuses on local public affairs and 
community issues.

Viewpoints (six hours per quarter) – a thirty-minute issues program produced 
by Mediatracks airing Sunday mornings at 0600.

Public Service Announcements – announcements provided by not-for-profit 
groups, local charities, and the Ad Council aired at various times on all days 
of the week.

These programs focused on the following issues of importance to the local 
community:

A) Business
B) Familial Support
C) Culture
D) Public Health
E) Environment
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Quarterly Issues and Programs List
General Issues

The following is a sampling of our coverage of significant issues to which 
WKLR-FM, Richmond, Virginia, responded from 01 January through 31 
March 2020, along with the most pertinent treatments of those issues.  

A. Business

Focus Richmond Synopsis of topic reported 1/5

Barry N. Moore, President of the BBB serving Central Virginia, joins us to 
warn people about online ticket scammers. Last year, the Better Business 
Bureau (BBB) received nearly 400 reports on BBB Scam Tracker about 
ticket scams related to sporting events, concerts, theatre, and more. BBB 
and the National Association of Ticket Brokers, a BBB National Partner, 
are working to raise awareness and educate fans about the smartest ways 
to buy tickets on the secondary resale market. Total news segment time 
13 minutes.

Viewpoints Synopsis of topic reported 03/15
 
If you take a look at some of the newer brands that are shaking up retail – 
from Dollar Shave Club to Casper mattresses – all of these ideas are 
based off traditional products rather than new inventions. How are some of 
these startups outperforming the big-name, traditional brands that have 
ruled the consumer market for decades? Total news segment time 14 
minutes

B. Familial Support
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Focus Richmond Synopsis of topic reported 01/19

Andrea Starr  executive director of a local nonprofit, The Sophie House 
dba Forward Foundation joins us to talk about the rebranding of their 
organization. The Sophie House was established in 2010 to assist single 
working mothers and their children during a time of crisis. They’ve 
established that the crucial component these women needed to take their 
family from instability to stability, was providing them with financial 
assistance for childcare.  Total news segment time 13 minutes.

Focus Richmond Synopsis of topic reported 01/26

Leslie Blackwell joins us to talk about Identity Theft Children. Scammers 
continue to target children’s identities for theft because they can generally 
use them for years before being discovered, says the Better Business 
Bureau of Central Virginia. Children are more likely to have their identities 
stolen than adults, according to the bureau. The Better Business Bureau 
cautions parents to never provide personal information about their children 
to a stranger, to be wary of unsolicited offers and to check their child's 
credit score once a year. Total news segment time 13 minutes.

Focus Richmond Synopsis of topic reported 02/09

Kate Crump from Weighted Angels talks about their mission to support 
families experiencing stillbirth and infant loss. They supply weighted 
stuffed animals to hospitals to give to families. They decided as a group to 
help comfort families during those tragic moments by providing them with 
animals to bring home with them that weigh about what their babies 
weighed. This also helps the staff on the labor and delivery floor give 
something back to their patients, aide them in offering solace to these 
grieving families. Their fundraising event is going to be held at Cousiac 
Manor on Feb 29th from 6-10pm.  All proceeds are going to help us supply 
more hospitals and more families with Weighted Angels. Total news 
segment time 13 minutes.

Viewpoints Synopsis of topic reported 02/16
 
Coloring books aimed at children, adults and even seniors have been all 
the rage in recent years and are still trending in 2020. But what’s so 
special about these patterns and designs that draw people in? We delve 
into the process of putting together these collections and why the creative 
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outlet has become a mainstay for so many looking to switch off and de-
stress. Total news segment time 12 minutes

C. Culture

Focus Richmond Synopsis of topic reported 01/12

Rich Goldberg from the Richmond Jewish Heritage and Food Festival 
joins us to talk about their upcoming event at the Weinstein JCC. There 
will be live music, delicious food for dining in or taking home and much 
more. Celebrate the Jewish community at the Richmond Jewish Food 
Festival! Total news segment time 13 minutes.

Focus Richmond Synopsis of topic reported 02/02

Aimee Halbruner, Program Director for the Menuhin Competition 
Richmond 2020, joins us to talk about their upcoming event. The Menuhin 
Competition Richmond 2020 will bring 44 of the best young violinists in the 
world to perform in Richmond. During the 11-day festival from May 14-24, 
audiences will experience extraordinary violinists, special guest artists, 
amazing orchestral performances by Sphinx Virtuosi, your own Richmond 
Symphony, and many more! Total news segment time 13 minutes.

Focus Richmond Synopsis of topic reported 03/01

This spring, the historic Ashland Theatre is holding a new fundraising gala 
called “Smooth Sailing.”  It is a yacht rock themed fundraiser featuring 3 
Sheets to the Wind, open bar, and heavy appetizers. Online silent auction 
that will start several weeks prior to April 19th, the event date, and then 
close at the conclusion of the event. The Foundation provides free 
monthly sensory friendly film series for children with special sensory 
needs and their families. Total news segment time 13 minutes.

Viewpoints Synopsis of topic reported 01/19
 
Roughly 15 percent of 25 to 35-year-old’s are back living with their 
parents, according to a 2016 study by Pew Research Center – and this 
number is only on the rise. Higher rent, cost of living and student debt are 
all contributing factors, however, there are some young adults stuck in an 
unmotivated, directionless state labeled as “failure to launch” We break 
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down the term and what parents can do to nudge their young adults along. 
Total news segment time 15 minutes

D. Public Health

Focus Richmond Synopsis of topic reported 02/23

Chris Williams from CancerLinc joins us to talk about how they serve 
cancer patients across Central Virginia, including any patient receiving 
treatment through a Richmond area cancer care group or facility.    In their 
most recent fiscal year, CancerLINC helped 401 patients and their families 
with 486 legal and financial issues.  Approximately 65% of these patients 
live below the Federally-defined poverty level, making them eligible to 
receive pro bono services from at least one of the more than 150 skilled 
and compassionate CancerLINC volunteer professionals Total news 
segment time 13 minutes.

Focus Richmond Synopsis of topic reported 03/08

Josh Sloan  from Sportable joins us to talk about the upcoming RVA 
Adaptive Sports Festival.  The RVA Adaptive Sports Festival will introduce 
more than a dozen adaptive sports to individuals with physical disabilities 
and visual impairments and is FREE of charge! The accessible, inclusive, 
and fun-filled experience day will feature exhibition games, 
demonstrations, and a resource fair. Total news segment time 13 minutes.

Focus Richmond Synopsis of topic reported 03/15

Dr. Bearman from VCU Health joins us to talk about the Coronavirus. You 
can protect yourself and help prevent spreading the virus to others if you 
wash your hands regularly for 20 seconds, with soap and water or alcohol-
based hand rub, cover your nose and mouth with a disposable tissue or 
flexed elbow when you cough or sneeze, avoid close contact (1 meter or 3 
feet) with people who are unwell, and stay home and self-isolate from 
others in the household if you feel unwell. Total news segment time 13 
minutes.

Focus Richmond Synopsis of topic reported 03/22

Prescription drug abuse is a national epidemic and drug overdose is the 
leading cause of accidental death in the U.S. Through the month of March, 
Chesterfield County is promoting the proper disposal of expired or unused 
medications through its “Don’t Be An Accidental Drug Dealer” campaign, 
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which provides free medication disposal pouches for pick-up at various 
locations throughout the county.   The biodegradable bag can be safely 
disposed of in the trash. Residents can pick up their free medication 
disposal pouches at several locations, Total news segment time 13 
minutes.

Viewpoints Synopsis of topic reported 01/12
 
Millions of Americans are addicted to alcohol and drugs, and many of 
them eventually end up unemployed, broken, separated from their families 
and homeless. We talk to an author who’s battled alcohol and drug 
addiction for many years and finally found help through treatment. We also 
speak with a psychologist about the causes of addiction and why some 
people are more likely to become addicts than others. Total news segment 
time 10 minutes

Viewpoints Synopsis of topic reported 01/26
 
Hate the stairmaster? Dread the treadmill? Exercise doesn’t have to be an 
anxiety-inducing, hour-long activity. It can be getting a group of friends 
together for an axe-throwing session or even going on a ten-minute walk 
during lunch. Each little bit of movement matters. We uncover how taking 
on a different mindset to activity can lead to better habits and a happier 
life. Total news segment time 15 minutes

Viewpoints Synopsis of topic reported 02/16

The topic of healthcare is one of the most debated issues so far in the 
2020 election – but what’s the fix for the expensive, inefficient system 
that’s currently in place? So far it’s a murky answer. Millions are struggling 
with the high cost of care, doctors are burning out and patient-doctor 
interaction is at an all-time low. We speak with an industry expert about 
the current woes of American healthcare and what can be done. Total 
news segment time 15 minutes

E. Environment

Focus Richmond Synopsis of topic reported 02/16

Project Plant It! is a free environmental education program developed by 
Dominion Energy to teach students about trees and the environment. The 
program began in Spring 2007, making Spring 2020 the 14th observance 
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of this award-winning program.    A website, projectplantit.com, has 
enrollment information, an Educator’s Guide with 12 lesson plans, 
educational games about trees and the environment and other 
instructional tools. Dominion Energy works in partnership with the national 
Arbor Day Foundation, which cultivates the tree seedlings, packages them 
in recyclable containers with instructions for indoor/outdoor planting and 
ships them to those enrolled in Project Plant It! for arrival prior to Arbor 
Day.  Total news segment time 13 minutes.

Viewpoints Synopsis of topic reported 03/01
 
1,000,000 animal and plant species now face the threat of extinction. As 
more than 80 percent of all global biodiversity lives on private land, what is 
the role of corporations when it comes to protecting these endangered 
species? Viewpoints speaks with Margaret O’ Gorman, president of the 
Wildlife Habitat Council, about the creative and adaptive policies 
companies can take to make a difference. Total news segment time: 14 
minutes.
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Quarterly Issues and Programs List
Public Service Announcements

WKLR-FM broadcasts traffic and weather reports for the Greater Richmond area 
each weekday morning and afternoon.

The following is a list of local non-profit and not-for-profit groups for which WKLR-
FM, Richmond, Virginia, aired public service announcements from 01 January 
through 31 March 2020.  WKLR-FM also airs public service announcements for 
national non-profit and not-for-profit groups.  

Local Charity PSA –Va Blood Services, YMCA and Va Lottery Gambling 
Awareness :30 and :15 PSA

Crime Solvers/Crime Stoppers – 60-second spots

Virginia Association of Broadcasters PSA –National Guard :30 PSA, 
Virginia Tourism Corporation :30 PSAs

Various Ad Council-Provided PSAs – (subjects included: US Small 
Business Administration, Virginia Smoke Free Association, World Wildlife 
Foundation, Homeland Security, Children International, NHTSA, 
DeliveringJobs.org and more) 30-second spots.

Prepared by:

Logan Nardo
Production Director
SummitMedia Corporation Richmond
(804) 201-1489
logan.nardo@summitmediacorp.com


